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SOLUTION:  
Using CET live collaboration, our in-house design team and the DHA
team worked remotely to reconfigure their existing plan with more
meeting space, additional workstations and several breakout/huddle
rooms. DHA chose unique configurations of architectural walls to usher
in natural light and improve flow from working to client-facing
environments. We integrated workstations and breakout areas for
quick shift ideation using stylish, colorful and ergonomic products and
permeated user-friendly technology to guide clients and workers
through a more optimized experience. Our in-house teams alternated
weekly site visits to expedite logistics and clear hurdles associated with
COVID delays.

DHA Headquarters. At A Glance 

Location:
2423 Fort Worth Ave, Dallas, TX

Project Scope:
Workstations, Private offices, Task
Seating, Collaborative Furniture,
Conference Room furniture,
Technology integration, Architecture

Project Services:
Research + Strategy, Design Services,
Project Management, Installation

Product Lines:
Knoll, Sit on It, OFS, Evonomics,
Techvox

Multi-Level
Building

Sq.ft. of
Space

Workstations

TO HELP GET THEIR 54,000 CLIENTS ON A PATH TO A BRIGHTER
TOMORROW, DALLAS HOUSING AUTHORITY NEEDED A SPACE
GEARED FOR THE FUTURE.

1 19,000 78
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Conference
Rooms

Huddle/Breakout/
Touchdown spaces

6 17

CHALLENGE: 
The DHA energies of change were strong in West Dallas, but their
space was tired, dark, outdated and lacked the ability to inspire clients
and attract talent. They wanted to shine literal new light, energize their
environment with a fresh, comfortable, connected and collaborative
perspective. 

They needed furniture, products and technology to be user-centric,
optimize space and promote a productive, happy environment. They
needed a team that could solve for logistics in the middle of COVID
and keep the project on time and on the money.
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DESIGNED TO IMPROVE LIVES

How SKG helped DHA advance its mission to serve vulnerable

people in crisis.



To help get their 54,000 clients on a path to a brighter
tomorrow, Dallas Housing Authority needed a space
geared for the future.

This is the story of how SKG thoughtfully redesigned,

reconfigured, expertly managed and delivered a state-of-the-art

collaborative space to connect workers, inspire clients, and

elevate experiences for all involved.
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DHA redeveloped the land with

new mixed-income single-family

homes, townhomes and

apartments, worked with the EPA

to remove lead pollutants and

purchased a shopping center to

attract a major grocer. In recent

years, they worked with the Texas

Rangers Organization and Toyota

to develop the Mercy Street

Athletic Complex.

DHA built its headquarters in the

heart of West Dallas in 1993, which

was once the highest

concentration of low-rise public

housing in the country and a food

desert. 
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Dallas Housing Authority (DHA)

is one of the largest Public

Housing Agencies in the nation.

They are a lifeline for program

participants who are striving for

self-sufficiency and economic

independence. The organization

dedicates efforts to improving

the lives of everyone they meet.

They offer housing, education

and employment resources to

over 54,000 people in their

community and work diligently

to create vibrant, healthy

neighborhoods where people of

all ages can thrive. 

A?



CHALLENGES

DHA needed more spaces for people to

connect both literally and figuratively. 

They wanted the environment to be

comfortable and welcoming to elevate the

experience for workers and clients alike. 

They needed technology to optimize the

space and keep things simple and efficient.

They needed a team that could solve for

logistics in the middle of COVID and keep

the project on time and on the money. 

Designed a thoughtful solution to increase

meeting spaces, leveraging unique

configurations of architectural walls to

create amazing flow from working to client-

facing environments.

Integrated work stations and breakout areas

for quick shift ideation and collaboration

leveraging a wide mix of stylish and

ergonomic products.

Permeated user-friendly technology to

guide clients and workers through a more

optimized experience.

Established weekly on site presence with 

 in-house design, project managers and

technology teams to expedite logistics and

clear hurdles associated with COVID delays.

SOLUTIONS
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THE SPACE TO EMPOWER

How demountable walls, workstations and ancillary space selections

changed the game for DHA employees and clients

02
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HOW DEMOUNTABLE WALL ENHANCE YOUR SPACE

If these walls could talk, they'd say, "job well done."
Our lead designer listened and leveraged the
magic of architectural walls to maximize flow and
multiply meeting spaces. These dynamic walls
replaced old and tired barriers that created
obstacles for togetherness and were thoughtfully
placed to define office space and collaborative
environments. Dual, breeze-way style entrances in
shared spaces made for quick transitions from
work areas to client-facing environments.  

ADDING WALLS HELP DIVIDE AND
CONQUER THE SPACE

Increased meeting spaces by more than 50%.
Scalability to grow.
Ushered in more natural light for a healthier
environment for workers.
Writeable surfaces offered built-in collaborative tools.
Helped provide a more open and inviting feel.

IF THESE WALLS COULD TALK
DEMOUNTABLE WALLS

When walking through the completed

install, it was exciting to see these

elegant movable walls. The clean design

elevates the workspace, while making it

future ready to evolve for tomorrow."

WALL-TO-WALL ENGAGEMENT

Monitors and technology to digitize

sharing.

Digital Room Schedulers for

optimization.

Varied and comfortable conference-style

furniture.

Increase in meeting

spaces

+50%
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ELISE CHITTICK
SKG



Provided workstations in various work

style settings. 

Height-adjustable tables helped them

rise to the occasion.

Under desk wire management provided

much needed organization. 

Storage solutions allowed for

personalization which is key to their

culture.

Clamp on power provided flexible

solutions for various workstyles.

Dual monitor arms and privacy screens

lower and rise with desk for greater

productivity. 

Award-winning Knoll Generation Chair

delivered ergonomic comfort.

DHA's caring culture focuses on providing people with the tools they need to succeed.

That sentiment begins in their own home by empowering their employees with an

exceptional work environment. To attract and retain the best and brightest minds, they

needed workstations to be ergonomic, durable, and flexible enough to meet the various

demands of specialized teams with diverse work styles. They also needed the workstation

solution to be easily reconfigurable to grow with them. 

THE MORE WORKSTATIONS THE MERRIER

SCOPE 

How the workstation solved for
their challenges

WORKSTATIONS

78
SEATS
In Private Offices

27
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DHA needed their space to have synergy. They wanted their workers to shift from

heads down to heads together to work quickly, but they also wanted break-out spaces

to provide ample rest for the weary. SKG  integrated huddle and touch-down spaces

for quick shift work and comfortable recharge spaces within each work and office

environment. We also designed highly scalable training and conference rooms,

mother's/focus rooms, cafeteria, and break-out rooms. 

Supporting the DHA workspace with Ancillary solutions
that go the extra mile

Biophilia is a natural
way to clear the air. 
 Plants act as a natural
air purifier and a
proven de-stresser. 
 SKG incorporated this
powerful design
element throughout  to
breathe life into the
space

"When I got to go to site

with them It rejuvenated

me for weeks. We weren’t

just selling them furniture.

We were elevating their

organization and all the

people they touch. "

MEGAN WILLIAMS DOWD
SKG



TECHING THEIR TREK BACK.
SOLVING FOR SPACE POST-COVID

DHA wanted to go above and beyond to create a user-friendly space for clients and
employees. They needed to drive information quickly and also optimize space for health
and wellness. The SKG technology team put a plan together to answer their call. Using
cutting edge technology and products, we helped them create a safer, more productive
work environment in the midst of a tumultuous health crisis. 

HOW TECHNOLOGY SOLVED FOR THEIR SPACE

Temporal scanners created a first line of defense for health and wellness.
Room scheduling software and devices optimized the space for meetings, targeted cleaning
and ensured greater privacy for their valued clients. 
Digitized informational boards guide visitors through the space to increase confidence.
Display monitors in every closed meeting space provided wireless sharing.
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COVID CAN'T STOP COMPANIES THAT ARE
DESIGNED FOR CHANGE

How DHA and SKG worked together to pivot during the pandemic and

create project success
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There is no blueprint for working through a

pandemic. But SKG is a company built for

change, so we were the right choice when it

came to DHA's crunch time. Our team worked

tirelessly from start to finish, expertly guiding

DHA through the process via a mixture of

Zoom and on-location meetings.

HOW A DEDICATED TEAM MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

DESIGN SERVICES

CET's live design software
connected DHA to real time
solutions and kept the
project on track. 

TECHNOLOGY

Curated solutions including
temporal scanners, virtual
technology and digital room
schedulers answered for
health and well-being needs.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

A weekly presence from our
leadership team helped DHA
mitigate risks with more
actionable insight.

CONNECTING DURING COVID



SKG TEXAS

AUSTIN
6301 East Stassney | Bldg. 9-100
Austin, Texas 78744-3069

(512) 518-6189

SAN ANTONIO
1627 Broadway
San Antonio, Texas 78215-1244

(210) 320-2500
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